Time Machine is a menu-driven simulation package mainly used for process re-engineering.
INTRODUCTION
Competitive companies spend a lot of time and money to obtain highest performance from their employees and resources.
Besides expensive and complicated techniques, there are buzzwords like flexibility, BPIl lean production, etc. All these terms are based on the optimization of delivery, reliability, customer satisfaction, and costs. The problem faced by management is that it is often impossible to make a quantitative approach to these characteristics. Two factors are responsible. The fwst is complexity.
With an increasing number of components being in relationship to each other, it becomes more and more difficult to describe the system mathematically. The second factor is uncertainty, When uncertainty is involved, even analytical methods fail. Uncertainties can be classified as breaks, varying process times and batch sizes, waste and reject, etc.
Throughput times, queue sizes, the effects of resource allocation cannot be determined with conventional methods. Many managers have to resort to assumptions, experience and intuition, to solve problems. For these types of problems simulation can be a powerful tool to justify decisions or even prevent you from making wrong decisions.
Time Machine is a package for the simulation of discrete event systems. In general, you can simulate all kinds of systems in which discrete entities are to be processed, and stored (queuing systems).
Usually these entities are parts, paper, action items, people, etc. This shows that Time Machine is not limited to specific industries. Types of applications include processing of people, paper work, phone calls, staffing, harbors, airports, and administration.
Time Machine is a Dutch product, developed by F&H Simulations B.V. since 1993. The package is installed in more than 500 companies and educational institutes.
In the middle of 1996, the package, now called Time Machine for Windows received a complete new structure and integrates all necessary fhnctions for a simulation study. There is one platform for modeling simulation, animation, analysis and presentation.
In the following all important functions will be described. World elements represent entries and exits (sink/sources) in a model.
BUILDING
They generate and 'eat' products. Each element placed in the layout gets one job automatically.
Besides the cycle time, a job also describes how an operation is done concerning input batch, additional resources, etc.
By selecting the elements one after another you describe the path the products follow in the model. In most models the routing roughly reflects the flow of products just as in defining a flow chart. In some applications you have to handle a large number of product types all using different routings i.e. in a paper work model.
In this case, Time Machine offers the modeler the ability to specifi how each product type is routed through the model by using the select statement.
Detailing the Model
The second step is to detail the model. This means that the modeler has to enter parameters describing the behavior of the model that differ from the default settings. Usually one only needs some of the parameters so that it is not necessary to detail before starting the model for the fwst time.
Most of the parameters are related to the fundamental entities discussed above. One product will be sent to element 3,4 or 5.
The same as above, but the element with the lowest utilization has the highest priority.
select maximum [l,F] with queue[L]C5 jiorn 3,4,5 quanti~4-queue [L] An (express) order uses the maximum number of elements. Only elements with less than 5 products are taken into consideration. Nordgren Elements can be described by fixed acceptance rules for picking products or other TLI-user-defmable rules and strategies for the entry and exit of products.
Examples are: TLI-entry condition: time~600~120
An element accepts products only for the first 120 seconds in a 600 second interval, (1 stands for modulo). The expression is true for 120 seconds. In some experiments you may want to study alternatives of a system. The models should run with identical conditions and for this purpose it could be necessary that all generators generate the same sequence of random numbers.
Time Machine is fully event-oriented. This means that the time between two events (i.e. beginning and ending of an operation ) needs no CPU time. An internal event list makes sure that all changes in status are evaluated.
For every simulation run, the start situation is free to define. Products can be stored in any quantity at any place in the model. To reduce the warm-up period (moment of time that a model runs with stable status) you can make a warrnstart. For a number of various runs you can define a batch run.
During simulation you can zoom and pan, stop, make modifications and then continue. A model can be simulated during a certain period of time or until a special (user-defined) condition is met.
The time representation is filly user-definable (i.e. week 8; tue; 8:30,2) and is displayed by an analog and digital clock.
With the single-step-mode you can trace your model in detail or use the conditional singlestep for watching a part of the model only.
While simulating, the screen output can be interactively changed, ranging from no information Graphs can be displayed in over 10~pes of general purpose representation: histograms, bar graphs, x-y plots, pie charts, etc. including averages (whole and cumulative), standard deviation and so on. All reports and graphs can be sent to screen, disk file and printer or you can export these data for use in other programs.
ANIMATION
In the past animation has been treated as a nice but more or less unnecessary extra. Time Machine has a built-in animation module.
There 
